PROMO & PRODUCT BROCHURE

VALENTA.COM

Valenta can create for all models customization.
See all products on the pages below:
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Card Wallet Luxe Leather
Card Protector Leather Skin
Card Protector Pocket Luxe
Card Protector Pocket Premium
Card Protector Slide
Card Protector Wallet
Aluminium Card Protector with Leather Strap
Aluminium Card Protector with Ejector
Aluminium Card Protector
Key organizer
Aluminium Phone Holder
Aluminium Tablet Holder
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Products - Choose your product from this
collection. Add your Company Logo for a
great marketing purpose and make your
customers happy with this premium gift
from Valenta.
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Customize - Choose from different
techniques to customize products.
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Service - We offer custom made solutions to
help you build your brand.
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Card Wallet Luxe Leather

Product Specs

Beautiful luxury leather wallet to protect your cards
against skimming. This wallet is very compact and
in a luxurious finish. The aluminum holder inside is
suitable for 6-7 cards. In the leather section there
is room for 4 more cards and for receipts behind
the elastic band. The sliding button on the bottom
allows you to slide the cards upwards gradually in a
smooth movement. On the back there is also room
for an extra card, for example your public transport
card.

Material

Leather & aluminium

Color options

Smooth leather: Black and Cognac
Vintage leather: Brown, Blue, Burgundy, Green and
Black

Dimensions (hxbxd)

100 x 71 x 19 mm

Packaging

Retail packaging, Polybag or Giftbox

MOQ

50

Country of origin

Ukraine

Customize options

Your logo Embossed
Your Color option stitching

Features:

Holds 8-10 Cards
RFID Protected
Slide Button to release the cards
Space for bills
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Card Protector Leather Skin

Product Specs

Super thin stylish credit card holder in a leather
luxury finish that protects your cards against
skimming through RFID technology. The card
holder can store 6-7 cards in the aluminium part.
The front holds an extra compartment for your
public transport or most used card. Due to the
sliding system at the bottom, the cards come up
gradually in a smooth movement.

Material

Leather & aluminium

Color options

Smooth leather: Black and Cognac
Vintage leather: Brown, Blue, Burgundy, Green and
Black

Dimensions (hxbxd)

100 x 65 x 12 mm

Packaging

Retail packaging, Polybag or Giftbox

MOQ

50

Country of origin

Ukraine

Customize options

Your logo Embossed
Your Color option stitching

Features:

Holds 6-8 cards
RFID Protected
Slide Button to release the cards
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Card Protector Pocket Luxe

Product Specs

The sleek, genuine leather protective cover
contains a Valenta Card Case Aluminium which
offers room for 6 to 8 cards. With the help of our
Easy-Out-System you can easily pull the cards from
the holder. The leather strap with magnetic
fastening also offers extra security. The use of
premium, genuine leather guarantees long-lasting
satisfaction and its high-quality aluminium protects
your (bank)cards against damage and unwanted
RFID communication, such as skimming.
Each product is handmade, to ensure perfect fit
and maximum protection.

Material

Leather

Color options

Smooth leather: Black and Cognac
Vintage leather: Blue and Brown

Dimensions (hxbxd)

100 x 71 x 19 mm

Packaging

Retail packaging, Polybag or Giftbox

MOQ

50

Country of origin

Ukraine

Features:

Customize options

Your logo Embossed
Your Color option stitching

Holds 6-8 cards
RFID Protected
Pull Strap to release the cards
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Card Protector Pocket Premium

Product Specs

The sleek, genuine leather protective cover
contains a Valenta Card Case Aluminium which offers
room for 6 to 8 cards. In addition, the flap offers space
for extra cards and bills. With the help of our Easy-OutSystem, you can easily pull the cards from the holder.
The leather strap with magnetic fastening also offers
extra security. The use of premium, genuine leather
guarantees long-lasting satisfaction and its high quality
aluminium protects your (bank) cards against damage
and unwanted RFID communication, such as
skimming. Each product is handmade, to ensure
perfect fit and maximum protection.

Material

Leather

Color options

Smooth leather: Black and Cognac
Vintage leather: Blue and Brown

Dimensions (hxbxd)

100 x 71 x 19 mm

Packaging

Retail packaging, Polybag or Giftbox

MOQ

50

Country of origin

Ukraine

Customize options

Your logo Embossed
Your Color option stitching

Features:

Holds 8-10 cards
RFID Protected
Easy-out system
Space for bills
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Card Protector Pocket Slide

Product Specs

Simply slide your cards out of this insert cover from
Valenta. The Pocket Slide contains a maximum of 5
cards which can be used via the Easy-Out system.
Also on the back of the cover there is room for a 6th
card, for example your drivers license. This Card
Pocket is also suitable against skimming and RFIDprotected. This insert cover is very compact, thin and
stylish due to its simplicity.

Material

Leather

Color options

Black, Brown & Red

Dimensions (hxbxd)

100 x 73 x 10 mm

Packaging

Retail packaging, Polybag or Giftbox

MOQ

50

Country of origin

Ukraine

Customize options

Your logo Embossed
Your Color option stitching

Features:

Up to 6 cards
RFID Protected
Easy-out system
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Card Protector Wallet

Product Specs

On the inside of this small, genuine leather
wallet you find a stylish and functional Valenta
Card Case Aluminium which can hold 6 to 8 (bank)
cards. There is also room for some money, business cards and extra (bank)cards. The wallet closes
with a snap button and you can simply pull out the
cards using the opening at the top. Our high-quality
aluminium Valenta Card Case protects your (bank)
cards against damage and unwanted RFIDcommunication. Every product is handcrafted to
ensure a perfect fit and maximum protection.

Material

Leather & aluminium

Color options

Aluminium: Black and Silver
Smooth leather: Cognac and Black
Vintage leather: Black, Gold, Brown, Blue and Green

Dimensions (hxbxd)

95 x 71 x 19 mm

Packaging

Retail packaging, Polybag or Giftbox

MOQ

50

Country of origin

Ukraine

Customize options

Your logo Embossed
Your Color option stitching

Features:

Holds 8-10 cards
RFID Protected
Space for bills
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Aluminium Card Protector with Leather Money Strap

Product Specs

The Valenta Money Strap is a genuine leather card
holder in combination with Valenta’s Card Case
Aluminium. The cardholder is attached with an
elastic band. The perfect way to take bills with you.
The Valenta Card Case Aluminium is stylish and
functional and offers space for 6 to 8 cards. You can
easily pull the cards from the holder through the
opening at the top. By using high-quality aluminium,
your (bank) cards are protected against damage and
skimming, including unwanted RFID communication.

Material

Leather & aluminium

Color options

Aluminium: Black and Silver
Smooth leather: Black
Vintage leather: Blue and Brown

Dimensions (hxbxd)

92 x 66 x 16 mm

Packaging

Retail packaging, Polybag or Giftbox

MOQ

50

Country of origin

Ukraine

Customize options

Your logo Embossed
Your Logo UV printed
Your Color option stitching

Features:

Holds 6-8 cards
RFID Protected
Detachable Money Strap
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Aluminium Card Protector With Ejector

Product Specs

Stylish Card Protector in high-quality leather with
aluminium credit card holder. This card protector
protects your cards against skimming through
RFID technology and offers space for 6 - 7 cards.
The sliding button on the bottom allows you to slide
the cards upwards gradually in a smooth
movement.

Material

Aluminium

Color options

Black, Grey & Silver

Dimensions (hxbxd)

106 x 62 x 8 mm

Packaging

Retail packaging, Polybag or Giftbox

MOQ

1000

Country of origin

P.R.C.

Customize options

Your Logo UV printed

Features:

Holds 6-8 cards
RFID Protected
Slide Button to release the cards
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Aluminium Card Protector

Product Specs

The stylish and functional Valenta Card Case
Aluminium can hold 6 to 8 cards. You can simply pull
out the cards using the opening at the top.
The use of high-quality aluminium protects your
cards against damage and unwanted
RFID-communication.

Material

Aluminium

Color options

Black, Silver brushed

Dimensions (hxbxd)

92 x 66 x 9 mm

Packaging

Retail packaging, Polybag or Giftbox

MOQ

1000

Country of origin

P.R.C

Customize options

Your Logo UV printed

Features:

Holds 6-8 cards
RFID Protected
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Aluminium Card Protector With Ejector

Product Specs

The Valenta Key Organizer is a beautiful and handy accessorie made of metal and 100% genuine
leather. The unique locking mechanism makes it
possible to bundle up to 7 keys. No more dangling
keys. The D-ring attachment ath the bottom is for
your car key or other accessories.

Material

Leather & Metal

Color options

Black, Cognac, Red, Pink, Pale Beige
Vintage leather: Brown, Blue

Dimensions (hxbxd)

88 x 20 x 22mm

Packaging

Retail packaging

MOQ

50

Country of origin

P.R.C.

Customize options

Your logo Embossed
Your Color option stitching

Features:

Holds 2-7 keys
Functional
Protects against scratching keys
Easy & organized
Leather
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Aluminium Phone Holder

Product Specs

The Valenta phone holder is foldable and adjustable
in height. Your smartphone (or mini tablet) can be
placed both vertically and horizontally in the holder. The rubber elements protect your smartphone
against slipping. This phone holder can be placed
on all flat surfaces. The Phone Holder comes with a
elegant storage bag.

Material

Aluminium

Color options

Silver and Black

Dimensions (hxbxd)

113 x 74 x 88 mm

Packaging

Retail packaging

MOQ

50

Country of origin

P.R.C

Customize options

Your Logo Laser printed

Features:

Lightweight Aluminium
Adjustable in height
Anti slip
Foldable
Incl storage bag
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Aluminium Tablet Holder

Product Specs

The Valenta tablet holder is foldable and adjustable
in height. Your tablet can be placed in the holder
both vertically and horizontally. The rubber
elements protect your tablet against slipping.
This tablet holder can be placed on all flat
surfaces.

Material

Aluminium

Color options

Silver and Grey

Dimensions (hxbxd)

170 x 135 x 135mm

Packaging

Retail packaging

MOQ

50

Country of origin

P.R.C.

Customize options

Your logo Laser printed

Features:

Lightweight Aluminium
Adjustable in height
Anti slip
Foldable
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CUSTOMIZE PRODUCTS TO PROMOTE
YOUR BRAND OR COMPANY

How do we personalize?
For almost all of our products we use 100% genuine leather, which is a perfect material to adapt with your company name or logo.

We are using the following techniques:
Embossing – By far the most used technology.
First we create a digital version, which gives a
great impression of the end result.
After approval, we create a mall according
to your wishes.
Next step is production.

Stitching – We can adjust the stitching of all
leather models in almost any suggested color
in the product.

“Pick a color to customize the stitching of your product “

PRODUCTS

The techniques

UV Printing – Our Mimaki printer allows us to
print full color on leather. First we create a digital
version, which gives a great impression of the end
result. After approval we start production.

Printing – We use screen printing or tampon
pressure. First we create a digital version, which
gives a great impression of the end result.
After approval we start production.
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“Our service is as high
as the quality of our products”

Our service is as high as the quality of our products
How do we work?
Choose a product you require, send us your logo,
wishes, sizes and the desired position of the logo.
Then we make a digital proposal of your product.
By agreement, we will send a startup fee,
depending on your wishes. When satisfied, we make
a ‘golden’ sample. If this is approved, we will send
you our conditions and the financial overview.
By agreement, everything goes into production and
then you have to wait until you receive your
personalized products.

Retail Packaging

Gift Box

Quote Request
If you want to receive a customized offer, please
contact us by email or give us a call.
M | info@valenta.com
T | +31 (0)299 667080

Polybag

